IRAQ: Camp Closure Status
Date: 14 January 2021

The settlement type for HTC and Zayouna has changed from "Camp" to "Informal site".

Data will continue to be adjusted as partners reconcile their data.

Departure data is reported by camp management partners, or by other partners for self-managed sites.

Governorate | District | Site Name | Site Type | Date of closure/change | Departures (ind.) | Population
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Al-Sulaymaniye | Al-Sulaymaniye | Al-Sulaymaniye Aabid IDP | Camp | No closure announced* | 8,865 |
Al-Sulaymaniye | Al-Sulaymaniye | Al-Sulaymaniye Kalar | Camp | No closure announced* | 1,037 |
Baghdad | Al-Mahmoudiya | Latifra 1**** | Camp | No closure announced* | 126 |
Baghdad | Al-Mahmoudiya | Latifra 2**** | Camp | No closure announced* | 58 |
Duhok | Al-Amidiya | Dawaadia | Camp | No closure announced* | 2,577 |
Duhok | Sumail | Bajet Kandala | Camp | No closure announced* | 8,549 |
Duhok | Sumail | Khwangga Community | Camp | No closure announced* | 12,759 |
Duhok | Sumail | Kabarito 2 | Camp | No closure announced* | 11,120 |
Duhok | Sumail | Kankan | Camp | No closure announced* | 14,210 |
Duhok | Sumail | Shariya | Camp | No closure announced* | 15,217 |
Duhok | Sumail | Kabarito 1 | Camp | No closure announced* | 11,783 |
Duhok | Zako | Beseve 1 | Camp | No closure announced* | 5,772 |
Duhok | Zako | Beseve 2 | Camp | No closure announced* | 7,126 |
Duhok | Zako | Chasimkhi | Camp | No closure announced* | 22,583 |
Duhok | Zako | Dankar | Camp | No closure announced* | 3,358 |
Erbil | Erbil | Baharka | Camp | No closure announced* | 4,923 |
Erbil | Erbil | Harsham | Camp | No closure announced* | 1,434 |
Erbil | Erbil | Makhmou Debega 1 | Camp | No closure announced* | 7,450 |
Ninewa | Al-Hamdanija | Hasansham U2 | Camp | No closure announced* | 4,084 |
Ninewa | Al-Hamdanija | Hasansham U3 | Camp | No closure announced* | 5,527 |
Nineva | Al-Shikhan | Eshooan | Camp | No closure announced* | 13,104 |
Nineva | Al-Shikhan | Mamranshan | Camp | No closure announced* | 7,426 |
Nineva | Al-Shikhan | Shekhan | Camp | No closure announced* | 3,199 |
Nineva | Agra | Mamilun | Camp | No closure announced* | 879 |
Al-Anbar | Al-Falajou | AAF | Camp | Closure paused** | 2,792 |
Al-Sulaymaniye | Al-Sulaymaniye Arbat IDP | Camp | Closure paused** | 1,353 |
Diyala | Khanaqin | Othara | Camp | Closure paused** | 560 |
Nineva | Al-Hamdanija | Khaizer M1 | Camp | Closure paused** | 5,572 |
Nineva | Al-Mosul | Qayyarah-Jad'ah 5 | Camp | Camp closure paused** | 7,098 |
Al-Anbar | Al-Falajou | HTC | Camp | Closed: 17 Nov 2020 | 2,905 |
Baghdad | Al-Kadimyia | Al-Abel | Camp | Closed: 18 Oct 2020 | 345 |
Baghdad | Al-Kadimyia | Al-Shams | Informal | Closed: 19 Oct 2020 | 612 |
Baghdad | Al-Mada'in | Al-Nabi Younis | Camp | Closed: 21 Oct 2020 | 270 |
Baghdad | Al-Risafa | Zayona | Reclassified*** | Changed: mid-Nov 2020 | 361 |
Diyala | Baquba | Muskar Saad Camp | Camp | Closed: 27 Oct 2020 | 500 |
Diyala | Khanaqin | Al-Wand 2 | Camp | Closed: 11 Nov 2020 | 661 |
Diyala | Khanaqin | Al-Wand 1 | Camp | Closed: 28 Nov 2020 | 2,423 |
Kerbala | Al-Hindiya | Al-Kawthar Camp | Camp | Closed: 18 Oct 2020 | 519 |
Kirkuk | Kirkuk | Yahya | Camp | Closed: 13 Nov 2020 | 1,665 |
Kirkuk | Kirkuk | Laylan IDP | Camp | Closed: 30 Nov 2020 | 6,899 |
Nineva | Al-Hamdanija | Al-Salehmie 2 | Camp | Closed: 14 January 2021 | 7,377 |
Nineva | Al-Mosul | Hamam Al All 2 | Camp | Closed: 15 Nov 2020 | 8,136 |
Nineva | Al-Mosul | Qayyarah-Jad'ah 1 | Camp | Closed: 12 Nov 2020 | 2,953 |
Salah Al-Din | Balad | Al-Ishaqi | Informal | Closed: 19 Feb 2020 | 308 |
Salah Al-Din | Balad | Al-Mussyab | Informal | Closed: 06 Dec 2020 | 712 |

* Departure data is reported by camp management partners, or by other partners for self-managed sites.
** Initial population is from the start of each month, and may therefore have discrepancies with reported departures.
*** Data will continue to be adjusted as partners reconcile their data.
**** The settlement type for HTC and Zayouna has changed from "Camp" to "Informal site".
***** Status of Latifra camps 1 & 2 (Baghdad) is pending MoDM confirmation on whether they remain as formal camps or are reclassified into informal sites.